
NORTHERN
EXPOSURE

An adventure that puts a  
serious dent in my bucket list

“ “



REMOTE AND PRISTINE

The Northern Exposure Charter is a far-
reaching blue water charter. Guests depart 
from Cairns by fixed-wing aircraft to Lizard 
Island before boarding Blue Martini and 
heading for the remote waters extending from 
Jewell Reef in the north to the Ribbon Reefs in 
the South. 

The lure of this charter is the abundant fish, 
variety of species and the remote untouched 
Reef. Keen anglers know that this area is 
largely un-fished and holds a remarkable 
bounty of sport fish including Giant Trevally, 
Spanish Mackerel, Cobia and Mahi Mahi 
as well as reef species such as Emperors, 
Coral Trout and Nannygai. These are fertile 
grounds for popping as well as jigging, 
trolling, soft plastics and saltwater fly fishing. 
The standard of blue water fishing here is 
unmatched. The usually calm seas from 
October to April allow for abundant fishing 
in the azure waters with some of the most 
breathtaking sights of the remote areas 
we visit. To make the most of this fishing 
phenomenon, in addition to the guided 
centre-consoles, the FNSF 40 foot custom-
built game boat, Black Magic, is offered as 
an add-on for guests wishing to broaden 
their experience. 

Far North Queensland Sport Fishing at it’svery best



IN ABSOLUTE STYLE

This is serious fishing, and as with all FNSF 
charters, every Northern Exposure guest is 
equipped with the highest grade tackle and 
equipment, including top-end Shimano reels 
and custom-built rods. What sets this Far 
North adventure apart from its competitors is 
the level of service and the specialist fishing 
knowledge from out guides that guests 
experience. At the end of a hard day’s fishing, 
they step out of the purpose-built centre-
consoles and into the sheer comforts of the 
70 foot mother ship Blue Martini. This is the 
time for guests to re-live the day’s highlights on 
the GoPro footage, enjoy a drink on the sunset 
deck and savour a five-star dinner created by 
Blue Martini’s chef from the finest produce that 
Queensland has to offer. 

Perfect for groups of six, the Northern 
Exposure charter is fishing paradise for the 
angler who expects the very best. It’s the 
perfect getaway for an unforgettable blue 
water fishing experience where quality will 
never be compromised and adventures never 
forgotten. 

And comforts you are accustomed to



+61 499 105 880 
fnsf-nomad.com

info@fnsf-nomad.com

THE ULTIMATE
LOCATIONS

Vessels chartered for the duration are our 
mothership Blue Martini and three Centre 
Consoles

Transfers not included. Air charters to and 
from lizard Island are available 
ex Cairns. 

All of our packages include top of the 
range custom sport fishing rods and 
reels, haute cuisine prepared by our own 
onboard chef and daily housekeeping. 
Various dates are available throughout the 
year, please call or email our concierge to 
discuss your individual requirements. 

NORTHERN
EXPOSURE
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